Classification of Sign Language Numbers Using the CNN Method
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Abstract

Communicating is a need for all individuals because an individual must communicate with the environment. Communicating also enables someone to obtain information so that it can serve as a reference for adaptation. The use of spoken language while speaking out of a voice is an individual means of communication, but it cannot be applied when communicating with persons with hearing limitations. These limitations require another way of communication, namely through sign language. There are many kinds of ASL, one of which is ASL using hands to form letters or numbers. Standard popular Sign language is the American Sign Language (ASL) standard. Many still people difficult to recognize sign language, so a solution is to create a system for sign language classification. This research will create a machine learning system for number recognition in American standard sign language. Sign Language (ASL) as well as applying preprocessing to optimize results. The result of this research is to compare the recognition accuracy of the scenarios of different preprocessing methods applied in the Convolutional neural network system architecture MobileNetV2. The final result of this research is the combination of Grayscale, HSV, and Global Threshold preprocessing method yielding the best recognition accuracy of 97%.
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1. Introduction

Communication is essential in the individual life of a person because a person must communicate with their environment. Communicate makes it easier for people to adapt to their environment because when they communicate, they get information for adaptation. Humans communicate by speaking with others, this how-to share information. The sound produced is a medium for communication between individuals, but it is different for people who have limitations in hearing, communicate using verbal language, namely through a voice it cannot do. These limitations require the solution is search media to replace the voice when speaking on communication. A solution for this problem is to replace the voice when talking with sign language or non-verbal language. Sign language or non-verbal language is a language created to help communicate with people who have disabilities. On the site, the European Union of the Deaf A Sign language is no universal sign language in the world. Their monitoring results found that in-country is possible to have more than one sign language. This condition can occur because sign language is a natural language that has linguistic characteristics as well as spoken language. Based on that statement, sign language or non-verbal are many types. Examples are facial expressions, mouth movements, hand movements, and body movements. The non-verbal language that is popular used to communicate with people who have limited hearing is the language that uses fingers as a medium of communication.

The sign language that uses hands is familiar used as a medium of communication in various countries. Different standards apply to each country. Example in America that uses a standard called American Sign Language (ASL). The ASL standard is a sign language standard adopted or developed from several other sign languages, namely French Sign Language, Martha's Vineyard Sign Language, and other sign languages. This sign language only uses one hand for its implementation. Using one hand is more efficient than using two hands [1].

Even an efficient standard is often misunderstood and does not know the meaning of the ASL standard sign language. This mistake is common for people who have never studied sign language. These problems need solutions that can help people recognize the ASL standard sign language. In this era of increasingly advanced technology, this problem can solve by creating a system that can recognize sign language. The system developed is a system that utilizes machine learning technology. Machine learning technology is very effective for developing object recognition or classification systems [2]–[6]. A recognition system for sign language using machine learning was carried out by [7], research is creating the recognition of ASL sign language letters system using a convolutional neural network. Refers to previous research, this research decided to use a convolutional neural network as the basis of the system. A Recognition system with a convolutional neural network requires an architecture, so the system developed will use the mobilenetv2. The dataset used is a sign language number data set in the form of a dataset collection of hand images that are ASL standard sign language number movements [8]. This research will focus on conducting trials to optimize the recognition system by applying a combination of preprocessing. Preprocessing applied to the system will be compared with the final result, namely recognition accuracy.
2. **Research Method / Proposed Method**

The research stages will be presented in the form of diagrams, the research stages consist of several stages. The research flow chart can be seen in Figure 1.
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Workflow the system developed consists of two modules is the training module and the test module. The training module consists of several processes. The process is dataset image input process, preprocessing, training with mobilenetv2, saving the model. The test module is image input process, preprocessing, object recognition, and display of results. The preprocessing process consists of several methods, namely Grayscale, HSV colorspace and background elimination, Global Threshold, and Adaptive Thresholding. All systems can be developing by the python language and the TensorFlow library.

2.1 **Dataset Number ASL**

The total ASL dataset is a collection of images from 218 volunteers performing 10 ASL figure movements. The dataset is a right-handed image of an individual. The specifications image is the image in color size 100x100 pixels (3-channel RGB) with a white background and the position of the hand in the center [8]. An example of an image from the ASL number dataset can see in Figure 2.
2.2 Machine Learning

Machine learning is a technique derived from artificial intelligence developed to infer data with a mathematical approach. Method machine learning imitates the way humans learn for the recognition or classification of objects. The essence of machine learning is a process that aims to create a (mathematical) model that describes patterns of something object used as references [9]. The application of machine learning requires an architecture for study the characteristics of an object. The architecture for application to machine learning techniques is the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is an architecture that can recognize information intended to predict an object. CNN's ability to recognize objects differs from the position of the input data. This ability makes Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) currently widely used in various fields [9]. CNN has components, namely the Convolutional layer, pooling layer, and fully connected layer [10], [11].

MobileNetV2 is a series of convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures developed to become the next generation MobileNetV1. Basis Mobilenetv2 architecture builds from Mobilenetv1 but has deferent is in mobilenetv2 performed simple retraining and requires no special operators to improve accuracy. The MobileNetV2 architecture has 32 convolutional layers and 19 residual bottleneck layers. The kernel used is the standard kernel used in many modern architectures, with a kernel size of 3x3. In addition, dropout and batch normalization. The components in the MobileNetV2 architecture are Depthwise separable convolution, Linear Bottlenecks, and Batch normalization [12].

2.3 Preprocessing

Preprocessing is a process carried out to improve image quality using different methods. The preprocessing process methods include the Grayscale, HSV colorspace and background elimination, Global Threshold, and Adaptive Gaussian Thresholding methods.

2.3.1 Grayscale

Grayscale is a method used to convert an RGB image into a grayscale image. This method has the concept of finding the average of the RGB image matrix [13]. The formula to get a Grayscale image can see in formula 1.

\[ s = \frac{r + g + b}{3} \]  

(2)

The S parameter is the result of image grayscale, while the RGB parameter is the image color value. The application of grayscale to the dataset image can see in Figure 3.
2.3.2 HSV colorspace and background elimination

HSV colorspace and background elimination is a preprocessing method that divides the color of the images into three separate parts, namely Hue, Saturation, and value. The HSV preprocessing method is a method that focuses on separating brightness from chromaticity. Components HSV are divided into three parts. The first is part Hue, which ranges from 0 to 179, the second part is Saturation starts from 0-255 and, the last part is value range from 0 to 255 [7]. The application of HSV colorspace and background elimination to the image dataset can see in Figure 4.

2.3.3 Global Threshold

Global Threshold is a method used to separate images with distributions of object intensity and different background pixels. The process of this method is changing the grayscale image into a binary image [13], [14]. Converting a grayscale image to binary can be done with formula 2.

\[ g(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } (x, y) \geq T \\ 0 & \text{if } (x, y) < T \end{cases} \]  

(2)

The formula shows that \( g(x, y) \) is a binary image generated from a grayscale image \((x, y)\) and, \( T \) is a threshold value parameter. The application of Global Thresholding to the image dataset can see in Figure 5.
2.3.4 Adaptive Thresholding

Adaptive Thresholding is a method of converting grayscale images into binary for images with varying contrast and lighting, a condition that makes it very difficult to separate pixels into background or foreground [15]. This method can apply by one of the following three formulas.

\[ T = \frac{\sum_{(x,y)} \sum \in W f(x,y)}{N_W} - C \]  
\[ T = \text{median}\{ f(x,y), (x,y) \in W \} \]  
\[ T = \frac{\max\{ f(x,y), (x,y) \in W \} + \min\{ f(x,y), (x,y) \in W \}}{2} \]

Parameter \( W \) is the block for processed, parameter \( NW \) is the number of pixels in each block \( W \), \( C \) is a constant that can be determined freely. If \( C = 0 \), it means that the threshold value is equal to the average value of each pixel in the block concerned. The application of Adaptive Thresholding to the image dataset can see in Figure 6.

3. Result

The results and discussion explain the comparison between recognition without preprocessing and preprocessing methods for ASL sign language number classification using convolutional neural network architecture mobilenetv2. The test data used amounted to 100 images divided for each class. The detail in one class is ten images. The results of this research comparison can see in table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original image</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale+HSV+Global Threshold</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale+HSV+Adaptive Thresholding</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the trials are resulted in 88% for a condition without applying Preprocessing. The second scenario is a scenario of applied Grayscale, HSV and, Global Threshold resulted in a classification accuracy of 97%. The last scenario is a scenario of applied Grayscale, HSV, and Adaptive Thresholding preprocessing obtained an accuracy of 95%. When viewed from the accuracy of the Grayscale, HSV, and Global Threshold scenarios, we get the best accuracy. Detailed results for the best scenario can see in the Confusion matrix in the image.

Figure 7 is a Confusion matrix for the results of the Grayscale, HSV, Global Threshold scenario. The results obtained are that there are three prediction errors by the system. The error is in the number five class with one wrong. An error resulted in the prediction number is four instead of five. The error is in the number six class with one wrong prediction. An error resulted in the prediction number is four instead of six. The error is in the number nine class with one error prediction. An error resulted in the prediction number is four instead of nine. The comparison of the graph of accuracy and validation accuracy can see in Figure 8.
Figure 8 is a graph comparison of training accuracy and validation accuracy for the three scenarios. The original image scenario graph shows a stable training accuracy graph but unstable validation accuracy. The Grayscale, HSV, and Global Threshold scenario graphs show the stability of the training accuracy graph, and the validation accuracy graph line starts to stabilize from epoch 15. The Grayscale, HSV, Adaptive Threshold scenario graph shows a stable training accuracy graph, and the validation accuracy graph line starts to stabilize from epoch 35. Loss graph training and Loss validation can see in Figure 9.

Figure 9 is a comparison of loss training and loss validation graphs for the three scenarios. The original image scenario graph shows the loss training graph is stable decrease, but for validation accuracy, it is not stable from the beginning to the end. The Grayscale, HSV, Global Threshold scenario graph shows a stable loss training graph, and the loss validation graph line starts to stabilize and continues to decrease from epoch 15. The Grayscale, HSV, Adaptive Threshold graph shows a stable loss training graph, and the loss validation graph line starts to stabilize steadily decreasing from epoch 35.

4. Conclusion
This research has developed a system for the recognition or classification of a sign language number image. The recognition system developing is a system that uses a convolutional neural network with the Mobilenetv2 architecture as the basis. The basis of the system must also be supported by preprocessing to improve the results of recognition or classification accuracy. This reason makes this research focus on developing a combination of preprocessing that can improve accuracy results. This study decided to apply two scenario combinations of Preprocessing, namely a combination of Grayscale, HSV, and Global Threshold and a scenario combination of Grayscale, HSV, and adaptive Threshold. These two combinations will be compared for accuracy once applied to the system. This study uses a dataset with ASL standards. Total dataset of 2062 images divided into ten classes. The experiment this research using the number of test data, namely 100 images. The final result of this study succeeded in developing a system for sign language number recognition with a recognition accuracy of 97%. These results get with a developing system that applies the convolutional neural network architecture of mobilenetv2 by optimizing it with a combination of preprocessing. The preprocessing combination that gives the best improvement is the scenario combination of Grayscale, HSV, and adaptive Threshold preprocessing.
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